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Abstract. This paper proposes a new way of decomposing net present values and net final values in 
periodic shares. Such a decomposition generates a new notion of residual income, radically 
different from the classical one available in the financial and accounting literature. While the 
standard residual income is formally computed as profit minus cost of capital times actual capital 
invested, the new paradigm introduces a fourth element: the capital invested in the so-called shadow 
project. Such a capital is the counterfactual capital that the investor would own if, at time 0, he 
invested his funds at the cost of capital, rather than in the project. Two important features are found: 
in primis, the new residual income is obtained as the sum of the standard residual incomes and the 
interest earned on past standard residual incomes; in secundis, the new paradigm is shown to be 
additive: the net final value of the project is computed as the sum of all periodic shares (residual 
incomes) with no capitalization process (abnormal earnings aggregation). A generalization is 
provided for a levered portfolio of projects, and a fourthfold decomposition is reached: (i) periodic 
decomposition, (ii) opportunity account decomposition, (iii) project decomposition, (iv) financing 
decomposition. 
 
Note to the reader: 
This paper, presented at the XXIV annual AMASES Conference in September 2000, presents a new 
notion of residual income, here called “Differential Systemic Value”. This notion has been 
extensively studied theoretically in later papers of mine, where it has been called “Systemic Value 
Added” and, more recently, “lost-capital paradigm”.  
If you are interested in this topic and its implications for corporate finance, management 
accounting, cognitive psychology, visit my webpages at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/author=812528 and 
IDEAS: http://ideas.repec.org/f/pma506.html. 
Carlo Alberto Magni, February 21, 2008 
 










